
Welcome to Madrid
The Rosewood Villa Magna Hotel  has been fully refurbished and is still the perfect place for
those looking for the ideal location in the city centre. Its location allows you to explore the
area on foot, including the elegant shopping district of Serrano, the city's most fashionable
restaurants and bars, as well as cultural attractions, such as the prestigious museums on
the Paseo del Arte - Art Walk.

Located in the sophisticated neighbourhood of Salamanca, its 154 spacious rooms and suites offer
discreet elegance, a distinguished aesthetic, comfortable furniture, and premium quality linens and
amenities. On the top floor of the hotel are its two most exclusive and spacious suites, with
exceptional views of Madrid.

In terms of its gastronomy, it has a number of different restaurants and bars each with its own
unique atmosphere for different times of day. These are: Las Brasas de Castellana, ideal for
breakfast; Tardeo,  a bar that invites you to relax with a drink, tapas, or an aperitif; Amós
Restaurante, a place that achieves an exceptional synergy between quality ingredients from the
ocean and land, transformed by the creative touch and contemporary vision of the three-starred
Michelin chef Jesús Sánchez; and finally, Flor y Nata, an all-day coffee shop that turns your
morning coffee, light lunch, or afternoon get-togethers into memorable gastronomic moments.

The many services offered by the Rosewood Villa Magna include an exceptional spa with premium
quality facilities and services for both relaxation and fitness, as it has a complete gym with state-of-
the-art equipment. In addition, it offers elegant indoor and outdoor areas for hosting events and
meetings for between 10 and 500 people. 

 



Services
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Gym
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Rooms for smokers
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Spa and wellness centre
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Free Wi-Fi
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Family rooms

Complementary services
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Satellite dish
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Mini-bar
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Hair salon
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24-hour room service
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Bar with terrace
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Shop
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Children's area
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Safe
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Rooms adapted for the disabled
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Laundry service
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Dry-cleaning service
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Restaurant
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Assembly room / meeting room
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Pay car parking
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Cocktail bar

Practical Information

Address
Paseo
Castellana, 22
28046

Tourist area
Barrio de Salamanca

Telephone
(+34) 91 587 12 34

Fax

Website
https://www.rosewoodhotels.com/es/villa-
magna

Email
villamagna@rosewoodhotels.com

Metro
Núñez de Balboa (L5, L9)
Colón (L4)
Rubén Darío (L5)

Bus
1, 5, 9, 14, 19, 27, 45, 51, 150

Cercanías (local train)
Madrid-Recoletos

BiciMAD bike-share scheme

Docking stations:

Ortega y Gasset (Calle José Ortega y
Gasset nº 4)

Castellana (Paseo de la Castellana nº 4)

Plaza de Colón (Calle Goya nº 1)

Category
5 stars grand luxe

Chain
Rosewood

Year renovated
2021
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